speed
dating

for queers
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(ab) normal
questions to
ask on a
first date.

Are you currently untreated for mental illness? It’s harsh
but it’s relevant. Hey, we’re not being “mental-health-ist”
but untreated mental disorders (especially if you suffer
from mental illness yourself) can lead you into dark
places mentally and spiritually.
Are you polyamorous? If you are this is definitely a
question you want to ask, however if you’re not you
also want to ask this question. Unless you’re open to
the idea of the poly lifestyle often times monogamous
people have a hard time to adjusting to the idea of
sharing their intimate partner.
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Do you want/have kids? No seriously, not like do you
want to tell me you want kids in this moment because
I’m freakin hot and you’re hoping to get some play at the
end of the night, but like do you want to wipe baby asses
and give up some if not at all of your freedom at some
point?

Immigration Policy, Social & Political Beliefs, Child
Rearing and Discipline Approaches, Women’s Rights,
Feminism….ahhhhh you get the point. These topics
have consistently ruined any occasion. Why not start
with the first date so there’s no time wasted?
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Do you like to kiss? Not only will this stir up some
pheromones if there’s a mutual attraction, but it’ll
save you from a future awkward moment.
Personally, I’m a kisser so I can’t compromise
here. The more tongue and lip action the better.

How much time do you expect to spend with someone
you’re actively pursuing? Some people have a lot of
time on their hands. Some have none. Your
expectations can curve your level of satisfaction in a
relationship and if one of you needs more attention
than the other it can be a recipe for fruit cake.
Sorry I’m high.
If LGBTQ, are you out to your family and/or
friends? I don’t have to explain why this is
important do I? If so, inbox me. Seriously.
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PDA (Public Displays of Affection). Are you into it
or naw? To what extent? In front of whom? Again,
refer to Question No. 7: Are You Out?
Are you in the military or the Big Top Circus? Let’s
face it. Long distance relationships aren’t for
everyone. However some people prefer them due to
the need for personal space and/or their own career
or travel engagements. .
Do you smoke Cigarettes and/or Marijuana?
Marijuana is usually comprisable amongst nonmarijuana smokers however studies show that
most non-marijuana smokers become nags about
their partners love of the herbal necessity. (I made
that up but it sounds good).
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